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About This Game

Little Marisa's Disaster Journey is a highly difficult adventure game. Player will control the little Marisa to avoid a lot of death
traps. Your final objective is escape from Scarlet Devil Mansion, or find how to return the normal size of body.

Game features:

1. Game story (not include menu) supports three languages (Simplified Chinese, English, Japanese).

2. Game type: AVG + ACT + Puzzle

3. Puzzle levels include two quizzes and one coded lock.

4. Multiple routes (easy and hard).
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5. Multiple endings (4 death endings, 1 good ending, 1 perfect ending).

Little Marisa's Disaster Journey is the fan game of Touhou Project series which made by Team Shanghai Alice.
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little marisa's disaster journey

Good game, i have a lot of fun playing this game.
It still needs some patch to become great game.. Played the original version back then in 2017, so I could speedrun the game in
4 hrs
Another 1.5 hours is for .. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

PS: Waiting for more localization from Kagura Games and sequel of this game from Another Story. The people who made this
got 9.99 from me simply because Dave Lang said it was fun. Dave Lang isn't the type of person you should take advice from.
But even he gets it right now and then. Thank you, Dave!. A decent short burst mobile port, entertaining but not for a long
playthrough, good toilet game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5ylULgQ8GPE. Decent enough casual timewaster. Doesn't stand out in any special way,
and the main puzzle solving mechanic eventually becomes tedious and boring, but I can't complain considering how long it was
relatively enjoyable for me vs. how much I bought it for. Most things outside that is pretty clunky, such as the tepid attempt at a
mahjong minigame. The "strategy" aspect is very light and doesn't require that much "strategizing" besides besides having a very
basic foresight to see what you need to save money for and making the buildings, tress and decoration fit, but whatever, no one's
buying this game for the strategy.

Since it's not much more than an above-average kongregate game despite the main puzzle mechanics being relatively unique, I
can only really recommend it at a reduced cost or as a part of a bundle.. Boring... The graphics weren't too bad, though.
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This was an amazing choice picking book. Yes it may of been a little short but it still ways tons of fun!

9\/10. Recommendation decided based on achievements. If it weren't for the speedrun achievement, I would be recommending
this.

This is a good and well-designed game. Not so much a puzzler as much as it is, like other people are saying, a twitch reaction
game. This game is fun up until level 76. The last 15 levels are pure, distilled, sadistic hell, and in getting the speedrun
achievement, I damn-near broke my wrists.

What is the 'Speedrun' achievement? It's the achievement that turns this from a frustrating-yet-fun game into RSI Simulator
2017. This achievement requires you to beat all 90 levels in one sitting. In order to do this without actually developing RSI, I had
to spread said session over 11 hours, with YouTube breaks between almost every level. Yep, 90% of my playtime was spent in
that one session. And I absolutely hated the last 15 levels. By the time I reached the last 5, I felt like my wrists were going to fall
off.

TL;DR - if you are an achievement hunter, avoid this game like the plague, cause it'll kill your wrists.. I really enjoy historical
naval combat games and that was the reason I have titles such as Empire, Napoleon and Shogun 2 Total War Fall of the Samurai.
Then, I had been researching about 19th century naval warfare but unfortunately there are not trully interest aside Totem Games
and Fall of the Samurai DLC to make games set in this fascinating era.

Victorian Admirals is focused on 4 historical scenarios set in 1880s: Caroline Island Crisis 1885; Panama Crisis 1885; Marianas
Incident 1887; Samoan Crisis 1889. The ships of the period are transitional between sailing ships and pre-dreadnought with
steam powered engines. There is a great variety of ship models including gunboats, light and heavy frigates and monitors. The
ship models are trully detailed, especially the damage textures, and the environment graphics look good as well with beautiful
colors set in the Pacific and Caribbean. I also enjoy the engine and cannon sounds.

For those who complain about the lack of customization, the game is indeed customizable. Just go to Victorian Admirals and
you will find a file Config where you can customize video settings and sounds settings, including music if you don't want to hear
music while playing or to lower the volume of the music. I have this game maxed out and the graphics improve substantially,
take a look at my video on youtube:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-fGpl1Ll_w

I am glad Totem Games has another games covering other conflicts of this era: American Civil War, ♥♥♥♥♥ha Islands War,
Anglo-Russian War among others. The next title of Ironclads II War of the Pacific will cover another new and exciting conflict
between Peru and Chile. I Can't wait for the release!!. love this game, hog were good, puzzles were not to complacated, looking
forward to part 2. worth the 2.24$ paid for it.. So this is one of the better RPG Maker games I have played. Like many it has
very little custom artwork and mostly uses default assets.

This is a pretty traditional RPG system, but it is well balanced. Also the game has a lot of humor and a pretty good story.

Many RPG Maker games are buggy and feel half done. This is an exception, and feels like a real game just made in the engine.

For people that like JRPGs and want an entry with a little humor this is a good game to try.
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